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Download as PDF, TXT or read online at Scribd.com. A bit of history How was this image
formed? Was the "boy with the doll" really O'Neal? We cannot answer this question because
it is impossible to trace exactly how O¾Neal's career in art and film developed. However, in

1915, at the very beginning of O&#¿Neill's work, his mother gave him jewelry worth 10
pounds. This is a small ring with a round sapphire and a square insert of pink coral. During a
party where O�Neal was the guest, he left the ring in an empty wine bottle. A few months
later, he presented this bottle with the ring to his friend Silas Kirby, who published a photo
of the ring in the press. The photo immediately brought OŲNeill popularity, and with a fee

from its sale, he founded the OÀNeill' agency. It's funny that after receiving the money,
OęNeil did not become involved in the sale of jewelry, but instead founded an agency. It

offered various advertisements and invested part of the money earned in its customers. This
was a kind of safety net for OđOnil, because his own children lived in poverty. So

photography turned out to be not only a profitable project, but also a social act. However,
the agency quickly lost its importance and was soon closed. When the photographer passed

away, his widow decided to try her hand at advertising. So in 1920 she founded her own
advertising company, The Oģ Neill. She quickly gained fame, as she could do an extremely
useful thing in terms of marketing. The company offered any marketing solution in the field

of advertising and design, from decorating rings to advertising perfumes that were sold in
perfume shops. As for OżNilov, he was not very satisfied with life. In 1914, it took him two

years to achieve the status of "boy with dolls". At 20, he was unemployed. It was his first
solo work experience, and OőNeill realized that he was stuck in one place. At that time, he

had already begun to actively work on painting and sculpture. Original from Ka
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